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ABSTRACT
The face recognition methods utilize the pre-stored face samples for the person recognition. The face
recognition method works on the basis of feature extraction and feature classification. The robustness, accuracy
of useful information and memory size affects the performance of the face recognition methods in the variety of
factors. The proposed model will utilize the combination of difference of hessian based speeded up robust
features and fast retina key points for the robust local features of face region. The angular information or
rotation of the face is calculated by using the Zernike moments to obtain the degree or radian of face rotation
from the frontal view. The robust combination of angle invariant and scale invariant features with the combination of ZM, SURF and FREAK has been proposed with the support vector machine classification. The
experiments will be performed on the variety of datasets. The multi-object datasets will be tested in the
proposed model to evaluate its performance in the real-terms. The proposed model will be test-ed with the
FERET, CMU PIE, Multi PIE face database and our customized dataset of faces with 100 or more subjects. The
proposed model performance will be evaluated in the terms of accuracy, precision recognition ratio. The
experimental results will be evaluated to recognize the results of the proposed model and it has been found
effective in protecting the multiple entity based user recognition using the multi feature amalgamation based
approach.
Keywords: Face Recognition, Angular Variance, Binary Feature Vector, Feature Classification.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Face detection could be a technique what sit down with the detection of the face mechanically by photographic
camera. Face Recognition could be a term used for recognition of some-one mechanically by computerized
systems by taking a glance at his/her face. Face detection could be a common feature utilized in statistics,
digital cameras and social tagging. In pose-invariant face recognition, projected framework initial trans-forms
the initial pose-invariant face recognition downside into a partial frontal face recognition downside.
Face detection and recognition has gained a lot of analysis attentions in last some years. There square measure
several smart uses of this face detection and recognition feature: 1) It will be used as biometric authentication;
2) It will be utilized in photographic camera for best image contrast; 3) It will be used for social tagging.
Biometrics square measure automatic strategies of recognizing someone supported a physiological or activity
characteristic. Major authentication strategies used square measure as following:
 Something you know: Like passwords, PIN or another personal or data based mostly data.
 Something you have: revolving credit, token or card key.
 Something you are: finger print, finger vein, palm print, palm vein, face.
Face detection methodology supported the facial landmark localization. Firstly, it uses Ada Boost-based frontal
face detector to yield coarse face detection results; then it uses the facial landmark detector to induce the
localization result and therefore the quality score [2]. Face recognition system mistreatment PCA (Principal
Component Analysis)-ANN (Artificial Neural Net-work) technique with feature fusion methodology. This
presents a method of face recognition system mistreatment principle part analysis with Back propagation
neural network wherever options of face image has been combined by applying face detection and edge
detection technique.
Face detection is associate nearly distinctive biometric identity. There square measure only a few possibilities
of getting 2 similar faces. Therefore, it will be utilized in the biometric identity based mostly authentications
systems. For security hardening it will be utilized in combination with revolving credit or key card. Face
detection is extremely vital feature in digital cameras and social tagging. In digital cameras, Face detection is
employed as a result of it controls the distinction on face within the clicked image and might additionally
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facilitate to look at the clearer face than the press while not face detection. In social tagging, face tagging is
employed to tag the individuals within the image or post. The human skin detection and face recognition
mistreatment mathematical logic and Eigen face [3]. Analysis upon co-occurring face detection and recognition
mistreatment Viola-Jones formula and Artificial Neural Networks for identification. The system utilized Viola
Jones formula in police work faces from a given image [4].
In existing face detection algorithms, numerous face detection algorithmic program strategies use numerous
face detection strategies like knowledge-based technique, feature invariant approaches, guide matching
technique and look based mostly strategies. During this projected algorithmic program, we tend to square
measure victimization guide matching face detection technique. Data based mostly strategies uses the already
programmed characteristics to detection the face, whereas look based mostly technique learn the face shapes
by reading numerous coaching templates. Feature invariant technique uses the article options for the feature
detection in a picture. Guide based mostly technique uses the active guide comparison, which offer the foremost
correct ends up in case of face detection.
In signal process or image process their square measure variety of strategies for guide matching square
measure used for numerous functions. In example of Google image search, the algorithmic program used could
be an image guide matching algorithmic program. In speaker detection application, there square measure
numerous voice guide matching algorithms square measure used for numerous properties of voice. All of those
guide matching techniques encompass numerous tiny feature code segments. These feature code segments
could supply noise reduction, light-weight standardization, laptop vision anti blurring, feature extraction,
feature analysis or feature detection.
Out of those all-guide matching options; the favored among all is cross correlation and their square measure
numerous cross correlation algorithms used for the guide matching. There square measure normalized crosscorrelation and generalized cross-correlation. Normalized cross-correlation for image-processing applications
during which the brightness of the image and guide will vary thanks to lighting and exposure conditions, the
photo-graphs will be initial normalized. This is often usually done at each step by subtracting the mean and
dividing by the quality deviation.
Image cross-correlation compares 2 image matrices supported numerous mathematical techniques. Cross
correlation in pictures will be based mostly upon numerous image characteristics like color patterns, color
pixels, matrix coordinates, etc.
A generalized cross-correlation adds a windowing (or filtering) perform before the inverse rework. Its purpose
is to boost the estimation of the time delay, counting on the precise characteristics of the photographs and noise
(broadband or narrowband interference, Gaussian noise, etc.). Since there square measure many alternative
varieties of pictures and noise, there square measure many alternative window functions (eg. SCOT, Ekhart,
etc.) all is intended for specific issues. Understanding these variations aren’t trivial, neither is correct
calculation of the window perform. They’re usually proscribed in graduate-level time delay estimation or
sonar/radar courses within the signal process.

II.

RELATED STUDY

The existing model is known as Patch-based Partial Representation (PBPR) with Multi-Task Feature
Transformation Learning (MtFTL), collectively PBPR-MtFTL.The existing face recognition scheme is based upon
the robust patch-based face represen-tation scheme is utilized for pose-invariant behavior in order to create
the flexible face recognition model. To solve the patch problem the existing model uses the transformation
dictionary which is learnt using the multi-task proposed solution. The trans-formation dictionary provides the
capability of rotating the hu-man face in order to rotate it into different angles for robust face recognition
engine. The existing model has posted the over-all accuracy of nearly 92%. The accuracy is considerably lower
and the existing state-of-art system is not ready for deployment on the live face recognition applications. The
existing system is utilizing the principle component analysis (PCA) which is not very much capable of working
on the rotated poses in various degree tilt. The existing model is not very capable of working on the faces
rotated to the angles between the -45 and +45 degree.
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III.

METHODOLOGY

 The system begins with the image acquisition method within which the image is loaded within the MATLAB
that needs to be used with the new formula.
 The face observation technique is employed to detect and extract the face from the image to per-form the
additional computations.
 The ROI needs to be dead fetched out of the loaded image to induce the higher results. Successive step is to
observe the person once the face region ex-traction from the first image.
 The face recognition is that the method wants to determine the individuals by analyzing their face
properties mechanically victimization pc driven algorithms.
 The cross-correlation mechanism is going to be used for the face recognition method. The face recognition
technique can manufacture the results by matching the face options (low-level, color primarily {based} and
form-based features) with the model information. Initially stage, a close literature study would be conducted on the present face detection and recognition techniques.
 Literature study can lead U.S.A. towards refinement the structure of the projected formula. The literature for
face detection and cross correlation would be studied and completely different aspects would be learnt from
the attitude of face detection. Afterwards, the projected formulas are going to be enforced within the
MATLAB machine and an intensive performance analysis would be performed. Obtained results would be
analyzed and compared with the present techniques.

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we are proposing new and robust hybrid algorithm of skin color model for face detection and
fuzzy neural network to recognize the detected face. Proposed hybrid algorithm would be provided with the
high accuracy and low false positive result by using skin color model and high-speed processing to recognize
the detected image by using fuzzy neural network. In future, we can execute the proposed hybrid algorithm in
the MATLAB simulator.
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